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ABSTRACT 43 

Purpose: To investigate the associations between intraocular pressure (IOP) 44 

measurements obtained by different tonometric methods and rates of visual field loss in 45 

a cohort of glaucoma patients followed over time. 46 

Design: Prospective observational cohort study. 47 

Participants: This study included 213 eyes of 125 glaucomatous patients that were 48 

followed for an average of 2.4 ± 0.6 years.  49 

Methods: At each visit, IOP measurements were obtained using Goldmann applanation 50 

tonometer (GAT), Ocular Response Analyzer (ORA) corneal-compensated IOP (IOPcc), 51 

and ICare rebound tonometer (RBT). Rates of visual field loss were assessed by 52 

Standard Automated Perimetry (SAP) mean deviation (MD). Linear mixed models were 53 

used to investigate the relationship between mean IOP by each tonometer and rates of 54 

visual field loss over time, while adjusting for age, race, central corneal thickness, and 55 

corneal hysteresis (CH). 56 

Main Outcome Measures: Strength of associations (R2) between IOP measurements 57 

from each tonometer and rates of SAP MD change over time. 58 

Results: Average values for mean IOP over time measured by GAT, ORA and RBT 59 

were 14.4 ± 3.3, 15.2 ± 4.2, and 13.4 ± 4.2 mmHg, respectively. Mean IOPcc had the 60 

strongest relationship with SAP MD loss over time (R2=24.5%), and was significantly 61 

different from the models using mean GAT IOP (R2=11.1%; 95% confidence interval 62 

(CI) of the difference: 6.6% to 19.6%) and mean RBT IOP (R2=5.8%; 95% CI of the 63 

difference: 11.1% to 25.0%).  64 

Conclusions: Mean ORA IOPcc was more predictive of rates of visual field loss than 65 

mean IOP obtained by GAT or RBT. By correcting for corneal-induced artifacts, IOPcc 66 
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measurements may present significant advantages for predicting clinically relevant 67 

outcomes in glaucoma patients. 68 

 69 
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INTRODUCTION 92 

Glaucoma is a progressive optic neuropathy characterized by degeneration of 93 

retinal ganglion cells, resulting in a characteristic appearance of the optic disc and 94 

concomitant pattern of visual field loss.1 Although most glaucoma patients show some 95 

evidence of disease progression if followed long enough, the rate of deterioration can 96 

be highly variable among them. Detecting patients at high risk for fast progression is 97 

essential, as it will dictate management decisions. 98 

High intraocular pressure (IOP) is the main risk factor associated with 99 

glaucoma progression2-4 and Goldmann applanation tonometry (GAT) is still 100 

considered the gold-standard for assessing IOP in clinical practice. However, several 101 

studies have shown that many glaucoma patients may present progressive damage 102 

despite relatively low GAT IOPs, while others may remain stable despite elevated IOP 103 

levels measured with this instrument.5, 6 The dependency of GAT measurements on 104 

corneal properties may explain, at least in part, these findings.7 In eyes with thick 105 

corneas, GAT IOP measurements tend to be overestimated, while underestimation 106 

may occur in eyes with thin corneas.8, 9 107 

In order to overcome GAT limitations, other tonometers have been proposed, 108 

such as the Ocular Response Analyzer (ORA, Reichert, Inc.). The ORA incorporates 109 

measurements of corneal biomechanics in calculations of a “corneal-compensated” 110 

IOP, or IOPcc. The corneal biomechanics parameters are obtained by studying the 111 

behavior of the cornea once it is subject to pressure by an air jet pulse while monitored 112 

by infrared cameras.10 Previous studies have shown that IOPcc measurements seem to 113 

be less influenced by central corneal thickness compared to GAT.8, 11 Another 114 

tonometric method, rebound tonometry, has also been suggested to be less affected by 115 

corneal thickness, although this issue remains of considerable debate in the 116 
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literature.12, 13
 The ICare Rebound Tonometer (RBT, Tiolat, Oy) is a hand-held, 117 

lightweight, contact tonometer that has the advantage of being portable and not 118 

requiring topical anesthetic. 119 

There have been many studies in the literature comparing IOP measurements 120 

obtained by different forms of tonometry and their relationship with corneal 121 

properties.7, 12 However, the ultimate value of IOP measurements resides in their 122 

ability to predict clinically relevant outcomes in glaucoma, such as risk for visual field 123 

progression. Therefore, although IOP comparisons among instruments may provide 124 

information about their comparability and agreement, the best method to assess and 125 

compare their utility is to investigate how well their measurements are associated with 126 

clinically relevant outcomes in the disease, such as rates of visual field progression. 127 

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the relationship between 128 

IOP measurements obtained by GAT, ORA and ICare with rates of visual field 129 

progression in a cohort of glaucoma patients followed over time. 130 

 131 

METHODS 132 

This was a longitudinal observational cohort study. Written informed consent 133 

was obtained from all participants and the institutional review board and human 134 

subjects committee approved all methods. All methods adhered to the tenets of the 135 

Declaration of Helsinki for research involving human subjects and the study was 136 

conducted in accordance with the regulations of the Health Insurance Portability and 137 

Accountability Act. 138 

At each visit during follow-up, participants underwent a comprehensive 139 

ophthalmologic examination including review of medical history, best-corrected visual 140 

acuity, slit-lamp biomicroscopy, gonioscopy and IOP measurements using GAT, ORA 141 
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and ICare in a randomized sequence. Trained technicians performed the IOP 142 

measurements. Subjects also underwent visual field testing at each visit using standard 143 

automated perimetry (SAP) with the Swedish Interactive Threshold Algorithm (SITA) 144 

Standard with 24-2 strategy of the Humphrey Field Analyzer II-i, model 750 (Carl 145 

Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA). A minimum of 4 reliable visual field tests (≤33% 146 

fixation losses and ≤15% false-positive errors) was required for inclusion in this study. 147 

In addition, visual fields were reviewed and excluded in the presence of artifacts such 148 

as eyelid or rim artifacts, learning effect, or abnormalities that could indicate diseases 149 

other than glaucoma. Participants had central corneal thickness (CCT) measurements 150 

obtained at the baseline visit by a trained technician using ultrasound pachymeter 151 

Pachette GDH 500 (DGH Technology, Inc., Philadelphia, PA).  152 

The study included patients diagnosed with primary open-angle glaucoma. 153 

Eyes were classified as glaucomatous if they had two or more repeatable 154 

glaucomatous visual field defects at baseline, defined as a pattern standard deviation 155 

with P<0.05, or a Glaucoma Hemifield Test result outside normal limits, and 156 

corresponding optic nerve damage. Subjects were excluded if they presented any other 157 

ocular or systemic disease that could affect the optic nerve or the visual field. Subjects 158 

were followed every 6 months. 159 

 160 

Goldmann Applanation Tonometry 161 

The IOP was measured using GAT model AT 900® (Haag-Streit International, 162 

Köniz, Switzerland). GAT obtains the IOP indirectly based on the Imbert-Fick 163 

principle, which states that the pressure within a sphere is approximately equal to the 164 

external force needed to flatten a portion of the sphere divided by the area of the 165 
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sphere that is flattened.14 The GAT instrument used for this study was checked 166 

monthly to confirm proper calibration. 167 

 168 

Ocular Response Analyzer 169 

The ORA (Reichert Technologies, Inc., Depew, NY, USA) is a noncontact 170 

tonometer that measures IOP by applanation of the cornea with a pulse of air.15 Three 171 

measurements were obtained at each visit for each eye, and the average of the 172 

measurements per eye was considered for analysis. The device provides a waveform 173 

score to reflect the quality of measurements. Only measurements associated with a 174 

waveform score greater than 5 were considered for inclusion. The ORA principles of 175 

operation have been described elsewhere.8, 15 In brief, at the moment the air reaches 176 

the cornea, it exerts an inward pressure that leads to corneal applanation, and then to 177 

corneal concavity. Milliseconds later, the airflow ceases and the outward rebound of 178 

the cornea leads to a second corneal applanation. P1 represents the pressure of 179 

applanation on inward corneal motion and P2 the pressure of applanation on outward 180 

motion of the cornea.15 The average of P1 and P2 is reported as the Goldmann 181 

correlated IOP (IOPg), whereas the difference between the two applanation pressures 182 

is the corneal hysteresis (CH) parameter. From these parameters, ORA uses a 183 

proprietary calculation to obtain a measure of IOPcc or corneal-compensated IOP.15 184 

 185 

ICare Rebound Tonometry 186 

The RBT (Tiolat, Oy, Helsinki, Finland) is a form of dynamic applanation 187 

tonometry that uses the impact rebound principle to measure IOP. Details of the 188 

instrument’s mechanisms have been described elsewhere.16 The main advantages of 189 

RBT are its portability and the ability to measure IOP without requiring topical 190 
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anesthetic or staining, thereby reducing the possibility of damaging the corneal surface 191 

and cross-contamination. 192 

 193 

Statistical Analysis  194 

Rates of visual field loss were evaluated by the parameter mean deviation 195 

(MD) over time through linear mixed models.17 Details of the use of these models 196 

have been previously described.18 Briefly, in linear mixed models, the average 197 

evolution of the outcome variable (i.e., SAP MD) is described using a linear function 198 

of time, and random intercepts and random slopes introduce subject and eye-specific 199 

deviations from this average evolution. The model can account for the fact that 200 

different eyes can have different rates of visual field loss over time, while also 201 

accommodating correlations between both eyes of the same individual. Slopes for 202 

individual eyes were estimated by best linear unbiased predictions.  203 

We then investigated the association between mean IOP measurements over 204 

time obtained by each tonometer and rates of MD loss over time. Multivariable models 205 

were constructed to adjust for potentially confounding factors, such as age, race, CCT 206 

and CH. The strength of association between mean IOP measurements by a tonometer 207 

and rates of visual field loss was assessed by the R2 for the linear model. Values of R2 
208 

for the different linear models for each tonometer were then compared and statistically 209 

significant differences were determined by a bootstrap resampling procedure. 210 

Bootstrap resampling was performed at the patient level to account for correlations 211 

from both eyes of the same subject. We also investigated the association between 212 

mean IOP measurements obtained by each tonometer and rates of visual field index 213 

(VFI) loss over time. 214 
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All statistical analyses were performed using the commercially available 215 

software Stata, version 14 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX). The alpha level (type I 216 

error) was set at 0.05. 217 

 218 

RESULTS  219 

This study included 213 eyes of 125 glaucomatous patients followed for an 220 

average of 2.4 ± 0.6 years (range, 1.3 to 3.7 years). Included eyes had a mean of 7.4 221 

SAP tests (range 4 to 15) performed during follow-up. Table 1 shows baseline clinical 222 

and demographic information for eyes included in the study. Average values of mean 223 

IOP over time measured by GAT, ORA IOPcc, and RBT were 14.4 ± 3.3, 15.2 ± 4.2, 224 

and 13.4 ± 4.2 mmHg, respectively. Average baseline CCT was 536.3 ± 43.1 µm and 225 

average CH was 9.5 ± 1.8 mmHg. 226 

Table 2 shows the effect of mean IOP obtained by each tonometer on rates of 227 

SAP MD loss. Higher mean IOP measurements provided by GAT, RBT, and ORA 228 

IOPcc were significantly associated with faster rates of visual field loss over time. For 229 

GAT, each 1 mmHg higher mean IOP during follow-up was associated with a 0.04 230 

dB/year faster loss in MD (P=0.013), whereas for ORA IOPcc the corresponding 231 

number was 0.05 dB/year (P<0.001) and for RBT, 0.02 dB/year (P=0.037). Baseline 232 

CH had a significant effect on rates of SAP MD progression over time, with each 1 233 

mmHg lower CH associated with 0.09 dB/year faster loss (P=0.001). Older eyes also 234 

were at increased risk for faster progression with 0.02 dB/year faster loss for each year 235 

older (P<0.001). The associations between race and CCT with rates of SAP MD 236 

change over time were not statistically significant in this sample. Table 2 also shows 237 

the results of the multivariable models adjusting for age, race, CCT, and CH. IOP 238 
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measurements from all three tonometers were significantly associated with faster rates 239 

of SAP MD loss in multivariable models.  240 

Figure 1 shows the relationship between slopes of change in SAP MD and 241 

mean IOP measured by the three instruments. ORA IOPcc had the strongest 242 

association with rates of visual field loss (R2=24.5%), which was significantly 243 

different from the association observed for GAT IOP [R2=11.1%; 95% confidence 244 

interval (CI) of the difference: 6.6% to 19.6%] and RBT IOP (R2=5.8%; 95% CI of the 245 

difference: 11.1% to 25.0%) models. Comparison between R2 values from models 246 

using RBT IOP and GAT IOP showed no statistically significant difference (95% CI 247 

of the difference: -0.4% to 12.8%). 248 

Similar results were obtained for analysis performed with VFI (Table 3,  249 

available at www.aaojournal.org). ORA IOPcc also had the strongest association with 250 

rates of visual field loss measured with VFI (R2=29.3%), compared to GAT IOP 251 

(R2=16.6%) and RBT IOP (R2=10.4%).  252 

 253 

DISCUSSION 254 

The current study demonstrated significant associations between IOP 255 

measurements obtained by different tonometers and glaucomatous visual field 256 

progression. However, mean IOPcc measurements had a significantly stronger value in 257 

predicting rates of visual field loss over time than those obtained by GAT or RBT. This 258 

finding suggests that by taking into account information on corneal biomechanics, 259 

IOPcc may be more predictive of clinically relevant outcomes in glaucoma. To the best 260 

of our knowledge, this is the first prospective longitudinal study to compare the 261 

association between IOP obtained by different tonometers and rates of visual field loss 262 

in glaucoma. 263 
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Although GAT has long been considered the gold standard in clinical practice, it 264 

is well known that its measurements can be impacted by corneal properties. Cornea-265 

induced artifacts decrease the ability of GAT-measured IOP to predict glaucomatous 266 

damage. This was clearly shown by the Ocular Hypertension Treatment Study (OHTS), 267 

where many individuals with high GAT-measured IOP but thick corneas had low risk of 268 

developing glaucoma over time; whereas many individuals with low GAT IOP but thin 269 

corneas had high risk of progression.19 However, the impact of corneal properties on 270 

tonometric artifacts does not seem to be related only to thickness. A study by Liu and 271 

Roberts20 attempted to quantitatively analyze the influence of corneal biomechanical 272 

properties on GAT measurements through a mathematical model. They demonstrated 273 

that variations in the elasticity of the cornea within a range predicted to occur in a 274 

normal population would result in an error of IOP measurement as high as 17mmHg, an 275 

effect that was even higher than the one induced by variations in corneal thickness. The 276 

ORA-measured IOPcc attempts to correct for corneal biomechanical properties besides 277 

thickness. As such, IOPcc would represent a measurement that is less affected by 278 

corneal artifacts, as shown in a previous study.21 Even though a lower impact of corneal 279 

artifacts has been already previously demonstrated for IOPcc,11, 21 the ultimate benefit of 280 

such measurements in clinical practice can only be demonstrated by investigating their 281 

association with clinically relevant outcomes. In our study, we showed that IOPcc 282 

measurements had a stronger association with rates of visual field loss over time 283 

compared to GAT IOP, with R2 of 24.5% versus 11.1%, respectively, for the association 284 

with rates of MD change. IOPcc explained more than two times the variance of rates of 285 

change in our sample compared to GAT, and this most likely represents the fact that 286 

IOPcc measurements are more closely related to the true IOP measurements in the eye.  287 

Previous longitudinal studies have shown that lower CH values are related to faster 288 
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glaucoma progression.18, 22, 23
  However, it is still unclear why CH might be related to risk of 289 

glaucoma development and progression. It has been hypothesized that CH might be a 290 

surrogate biomarker to the biomechanical properties of tissues located posteriorly in the eye, 291 

such as lamina cribrosa and peripapillary sclera. According to this hypothesis, a low CH 292 

would increase the risk for glaucomatous damage possibly by being associated with a 293 

reduced capacity of relevant posterior ocular structures in dampening IOP peaks or 294 

fluctuations.24-29 It is possible that the higher predictive ability of IOPcc measurements in our 295 

study is related to the fact that this parameter incorporates information derived from CH. In 296 

fact, formulas used to calculate CH and IOPcc are similar. CH is obtained by subtracting the 297 

IOP measurements obtained at the inward (P1) and outward (P2) applanation states with the 298 

ORA, or simply, P1-P2. IOPcc measurements are also derived from a subtraction of the 299 

applanation pressures, but by using a correction factor obtained from studies of eyes 300 

undergoing LASIK refractive surgery. The correction factor was the value that minimized the 301 

difference between IOP pre- and post-LASIK surgery. By generating the IOPcc 302 

measurement, the idea was to minimize the impact of cornea-induced artifact on IOP.  303 

Our study also investigated IOP measurements obtained by rebound tonometry. 304 

The RBT is a simple, portable and quick to use tonometer, which does not require 305 

anesthesia. Unfortunately, RBT measurements had the worst performance among the 306 

studied methods to predict visual field progression, with R2 of only 5.8%, or over 4 307 

times lower than that obtained for IOPcc. Although the relative weak predictive value of 308 

RBT may be related to corneal artifacts, the fact that its predictive value was also lower 309 

than that of GAT, although without reaching statistical significance, indicates that other 310 

factors may also be playing a role.  311 

It is important to note that although IOPcc had the strongest value in predicting 312 

rates of visual field progression in our study, the R2 for the association with rates of MD 313 
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change was still only 24.5%, that is, approximately three quarters of the variance in the 314 

rates of change still remained unexplained by IOPcc. This is likely related to several 315 

factors, including noise and variability in both tonometric and visual field 316 

measurements, as well as the role of other risk factors. In addition, a limitation of our 317 

study is that we only investigated the value of mean IOP measurements over time, 318 

obtained from a limited number of office visits. A more comprehensive assessment of 319 

IOP peaks and fluctuations over the 24h period and in the long-term would likely have 320 

resulted in a better predictive value. At each visit, IOP was measured once with GAT as 321 

opposed to 3 times with ORA. In contrast to GAT measurements, the examiner has no 322 

control about whether ORA IOP measurements reflect the systolic or diastolic IOP. 323 

Therefore, the manufacturer has recommended to take an average of 3 ORA 324 

measurements to dilute this effect. Taking 3 measurements may have rendered ORA 325 

mean IOP measurements more precise in relation to taking only one measurement as 326 

done with GAT. However, this was needed to counterbalance the potential increase in 327 

ORA variability resulting from the effects of ocular pulse amplitude, and the design of 328 

our study directly reflects how these instruments are generally used in clinical practice.  329 

Another potential limitation of our study is that we did not consider the effect of 330 

reductions of IOP in relation to pre-treatment levels or the potential effects of different 331 

treatment strategies on risk of progression. However, previous studies provide strong 332 

support for mean IOP as an important risk factor for progression.30, 31 Also, our study 333 

design replicates a scenario that is commonly seen in clinical practice when treatment 334 

decisions have to be made without knowledge of pretreatment IOP. Although relatively 335 

short, the follow-up period was the same for all devices, and we were able to identify 336 

statistically significant differences within the limited time frame of the study, both on 337 

analyses performed with MD as well as VFI. However, future investigations should 338 
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attempt to evaluate the relationship between IOP measured by these tonometers over a 339 

longer time frame, as well as using other structural and functional parameters to monitor 340 

progression. 341 

In conclusion, IOPcc measurements were more strongly associated with rates of 342 

visual field progression in glaucoma patients as compared to GAT and RBT. By 343 

correcting for corneal-induced artifacts, IOPcc measurements may present significant 344 

advantages for predicting clinically relevant outcomes in glaucoma patients. 345 

  346 
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FIGURE LEGEND 435 

 436 

Figure 1. Scatterplot illustrating the relationship between rates of change in standard 437 

automated perimetry mean deviation (MD) and intraocular pressure (IOP) measurements 438 

obtained by Goldmann applanation tonometry, ocular response analyzer corneal-compensated 439 

tonometry and iCare rebound tonometry.  440 

 441 
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of subjects included in the study 

Parameter 
213 Eyes of 125 

Patients 

Age, years 68.0 ± 11.3 

Gender, n (%) female 60 (48.0) 

Race, n (%) 

  White 

  African American 

  Asian 

  Other 

 

77 (61.6) 

34 (27.2) 

9 (7.2) 

5 (4.0) 

Mean IOPGAT, mmHg  14.4 ± 3.3 

Mean IOPRBT, mmHg  13.4 ± 4.2 

Mean IOPCC, mmHg 15.2 ± 4.2 

CCT, µm 536.3 ± 43.1 

Baseline CH, mmHg 9.5 ± 1.8 

Baseline SAP 24-2 MD, dB -3.7 ± 5.5 

SAP 24-2 MD at the end of follow-up, dB -4.0 ± 5.7 

Baseline SAP 24-2 VFI, % 90.2 ± 15.3 

SAP 24-2 VFI at the end of follow-up, % 89.4 ± 15.8 

Baseline SAP 24-2 PSD, dB 4.4 ± 3.7 

SAP 24-2 PSD at the end of follow-up, dB 4.6 ± 3.8 

IOPGAT = intraocular pressure measured by Goldmann applanation tonometer; IOPRBT = intraocular 
pressure measured by ICare rebound tonometer; IOPCC = intra-ocular pressure with corneal compensation 

measured by Ocular Response Analyzer; CCT = central corneal thickness; µm = micrometers; CH = 
corneal hysteresis; SAP = standard automated perimetry; MD = mean deviation; VFI = visual field index; 

PSD = pattern standard deviation. 
Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation, unless otherwise noted. 
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Table 2. Results of univariable and multivariable models* assessing the association of each intraocular pressure parameter with rates 
of standard automated perimetry mean deviation change over time 

 

Parameter 
Univariable Models Multivariable Models 

Coefficient (CI) P-Value Coefficient (CI) P-Value 

Mean IOPGAT, per 1 mmHg 
higher -0.04 (-0.06 to -0.01) 0.013 -0.03 (-0.06 to 0.00) <0.026 

Mean IOPRBT, per 1 mmHg 
higher -0.02 (-0.05 to 0.00) 0.037 -0.03 (-0.06 to -0.01) <0.004 

Mean IOPCC, per 1 mmHg 
higher -0.05 (-0.07 to -0.02) <0.001 -0.04 (-0.07 to -0.01) <0.002 

Baseline age, per 1 year older -0.02 (-0.02 to -0.01) <0.001 N/A N/A 

Race, African American -0.14 (-0.33 to 0.06) 0.161 N/A N/A 

Baseline CH, per 1 mmHg 
lower -0.09 (-0.14 to -0.03) 0.001 N/A N/A 

CCT, per 100 µm thinner -0.07 (-0.14 to 0.28) 0.499 N/A N/A 
* Each multivariable model evaluated the association between rates of visual field loss and mean intraocular pressure (IOP) obtained by a specific tonometer, 
while adjusting for baseline age, race, baseline CH and CCT. 
CI = confidence intervals; IOPGAT = intraocular pressure measured by Goldmann applanation tonometer; IOPRBT = intraocular pressure measured by ICare 
rebound tonometer; IOPCC = Ocular Response Analyzer corneal-compensated intraocular pressure ; CH = corneal hysteresis; CCT = central corneal thickness. 
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PRÉCIS 

 

In a longitudinal cohort study, corneal-compensated intraocular pressure measurements 

obtained by the Ocular Response Analyzer performed better in predicting rates of visual 

field loss than measurements from Goldmann and rebound tonometry. 

 


